Solution brief

What’s New in Projectplace
The November 2015 release of Projectplace enhances
the mobile aspects of the product for greater user
experience. Some of the highlights are:
• Document management in Android app
• My overview and personal tasks in iOS app
• Time reporting on cards

Android app
Document overview is now available in the Projectplace
Android app. This gives team members access to a
more complete Projectplace experience in Android.
The app also includes seamless task management in
Kanban boards and personal task management. For a
greater and more complete experience, users of the
old Android Document Management app (Projectplace
Docs) should download the new Projectplace Android
app (Projectplace).

iOS and Android apps
My overview and personal tasks are now also available
in both the iOS and Android apps, providing users with
a more complete experience and enabling them to
organize their tasks. The overview provides a great way
of staying on top of your work/tasks in Projectplace –
personal as well as collaborative.

Time reporting on cards
Reporting time on cards gives project managers a clear
view of actual vs. estimated time in the project. Project
managers can quickly check for bottlenecks, potential risk
of delay, discuss commitments and work situations within
teams and with individuals to form the basis for decisionmaking and potential redistribution of work.
Added to the previously released time estimates on cards
is time reporting of actual time. Time reported on cards is
automatically aggregated to the top level of the project,
enabling project managers to quickly assess the actual
time team members spend on tasks.
It is now also possible to estimate and report time on
cards that are not connected with an activity in the Gantt
plan.

Workload management
Workload management in Projectplace enables selected
users to gain visibility of commitments across all projects:
who is working on what, the resource workload at any
given point of time, and who might be available for
additional work.
We have enhanced the user experience and usability by
making it possible to export workload information into
Excel. It is also now possible to link directly to cards from
within the Workload view.
Also, project members are currently able to provide
immediate feedback on the level of their work demands.
We have enhanced this feature with the reminder
for team members to self-assess their workload.
Team members can now choose whether they feel
‘comfortable’ or ‘under pressure’ about their workload,
and will one week later be reminded to update their
status.
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